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we hope this was helpful! if you have additional questions, please let us know in the comments below. also, feel free to reach out to us directly at supportplugable.com if you encounter any
issues with installing the drivers or bugs during usage of the adapter, and wed be happy to help. **update july 28, 2021 - we are aware of an issue affecting the installation and operation of
these drivers on m1 mac systems running big sur 11.5.1, and are investigating the issue and potential solutions. please stay tuned to this blog post, and our website for further details as we
investigate this emerging issue. **update october 29, 2021 weve tested and validated a new driverkit dext v2.0.0 for the asix ax88179 chipset that we use in our wired usb3-e1000 and usbc-

e1000 ethernet adapters to restore functionality in macos 12.x monterey. **update august 18, 2021 weve tested and validated a new driverkit dext v1.3.0 (beta 1) for the asix ax88179 chipset
that we use in our usb3-e1000, and usbc-e1000 adapters to restore functionality to m1 systems running macos 11.5.1 and any users running the macos 12 monterey beta. the end result is that

our ethernet drivers are not compatible with newer asix ethernet controller chipsets. we have elected to issue a compatibility disclaimer to our customers regarding our usb ethernet drivers
and have decided to remove our asix usb ethernet adapters from our product lineup. our customers with issues can return them for a full refund.
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(we have also tested with
netgear usb-e1000-b1 and

netgear usb-e1000-gtb1 but we
encourage you to leave

comments below if you have
issues on these models. for these

adapters, we recommend
flashing a custom es file explorer
firmware using the instructions

below, as the built-in firmware is
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not compatible with the dext
extension. where can i find

information about my adapter
and its dext compatibility in
december, we published an

article about our ax88179-based
usb ethernet adapter dext driver
for macos in macos big sur. this
article provides a description of
the dext mechanism and details

the hardware capabilities of
compatible adapters in macos
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11. below, we summarize the
expected behavior and

limitations of the dext drivers for
ax88179-based usb ethernet

adapters. what do i need to know
if my adapter is dext-compatible

in macos 11 as described in
december, ax88179-based usb

ethernet adapters are dext-
compatible and are capable of
working in macos 11. if your

network adapter is working in
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macos 10.15 catalina, it should
continue to work in macos 11 big

sur. however, if your adapter
uses a dext driver extension and
does not have a default macos

driver installed, it may not
function as expected once you
upgrade to macos 11. the asix

ax88179 drivers are used in our
asix usb ethernet adapters. up to
version 1.2.0, they are installed

in macos directly, with
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ax88179driver.kext. after that,
they are installed into a dext

driver extension, allowing
network connectivity to be

configured in macos. this driver
architecture worked well for the
last 20 years on macos, and has
been unchanged. 5ec8ef588b
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